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In the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), the
guideline for romanization of Korean was adopted in 1992 and
has been compulsorily in use for transcribing Korean including
the geographical names and personal names into Roman alphabet
since then.
The guideline was already presented to the 6t” United Nation’s
Conference on standardization of geographical names as a basic
document for the completion of a single international system for
rornanization of Korean.
It is being strictly applied in various fields of press,
conimunications, publication, cartography, and trademarks and so
on at both international and national level.
Since the 7th United Nation’s Conference on standardization of
geographical names, tlie guideline has been added with more
detailed contents through in-deptli review on it, focusing on some
problems aroused from the application of romanization of Korean
geographical names.
The guideline has been worked out in keeping with the specific
features of geographical names and with the principle of
phonetics.
It is simple and easy to transcribe Korean into Roman alphabets.
It is guided by a principle that the common long - standing
transcriptions are used as they were.
We wish to present this guideline for romanization of Korean to
the 8th United Nations Conference on Standardization of
Geographical Names as a criterion for a single international
system for roinanization of Korean.
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Guideline for the romanization of Korean

Romanization is mainly based on standard Korean pronunciation.

This writing system is applied to geographical and personal
names. The pronunciation of transcribed Roman letters is based
on the international practices.
1Korean letters are transcribed as follows.
1) Vowels

(1) Single vowels

l-

3

J - l - - 1 t ] ~ l - ] - l ? l

a

6

O

U

ü

i

TI-

Fl

41 -4- -4 I-tl

ae e oe wi

(2) Diphthongs

1

4

ya

y6

yo yu yae ye wa w6 waewe üi

2) Consonants
(1) Plosives
1-k
721- t

-P
(2) Affricates
X-j
(3) Fricatives
A -S

7.11 1-

-7-kh
E - th
'L- ph
xA -jj

2 - ch
AA-

ss

3

(4) Resonant sound
a -rn

L -n

0 -ng

f3 -r

( 5 ) * In case where a consonant letter (Korean) 0 >> is in the first
Of the word, << ng >> of Roinan alphabet is not written.
e. g. in case of putting Korean word <<Fq into
Roman letters; << ngurisan D should be written
awUrisan D.

2. The changes of phonernes are transcribed as follows.
1) The pronunciation of the soft voiceless consonant between
vowels << 7 ,
E , d >> and the weak unvoiced consonant << 1
TI, d >> between resonant sound and vowels are transcribed as
<< g, d, b»
e. g.

a?%-Kyogu-dong

%S. Chodo

27d] 4 Kobi-ri

701-3 Kangdong
3
Chilbosan

g_iTj

Kümgyo

2) At the end of syllable or before a consonant except resonant
7D are transcribed as << k >> << d ,IE >> as << p >>
Sound << 7 ,
and <<EE , x , 3 ,A >> as <<t».
9

e. g.

**
9%

g* Kapsan
23%Satkatbong

Koksan
Apsan

3) << f3 »is transcribed as «l» before a consonant or at the end of
a word.
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4) For the double consonants in the end of the word or in front of
a consonant, only one of them is written.

e. g.

-5w

9-3Taks8m

Mulkol

But in the case before a vowel, both consonants are written.
e. g. g o ¿ U \ q
Pulgünbawi
t > o ¿ U ) q Anjünbawi

3. Korean sound values changes as follows.
17>> << H ,
1) The final consonant of resonant sound << 1,7 ,
>> and << I= , E , x,3 ,A , A ! >> are mainly transcribed
respectively as << ng», << m» ,

If necessary, they may be written as their original phoneme.
e. g.
Paengmasan
Kkonmaül
%b57& Amrokgang

2) Before resonant sound << >> and << », << L D is transcribed
as «11» only when it is considered to be long-standing.
e. g. 3 q u ] Chollima
Hallasan
44% J8lla-do

$-qa

3) When the first element of the joined word ends with a vowel,
and its final element begins with a consonant except the
resonant sound, the first sound of the second element is
transcribed in strong sound, and <O-» is transcribed as n >>
when the final element begins with the resonant sound.
e. g. 7)q.?t Kittaesan
~13%Saeppyd- üp
C D
7
1c Twinmun
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4. Mode of transcription in special cases
1)When there is a need for segmentation or in case of a
possible confusion in pronunciation, a hyphen «-» may be
used.
6-'1ot=
==, ,PuQk-angol
e. g. Oi-q 13 Ap- QndQk
@z Phan-gyo
H&q
%- Pang-O-dong

-,-

2) The first letter of al1 geographical names is capitalized.
e. g. 3 64 ,- TI^ 93 Ad "1 Phyiíngannam-do PhyQngsQng-si

3) In the transcription of geographical features and other proper
nouns the first is written by a voiced consonant and in the
case of administrative units a hyphen «-»may be inserted
between proper noun and unit.
(i)

4san

3 7 1 gogae

dae

gY0

x!-

gol

2

bQ1

9 gwan

70'-

gang

i3

2-gu11

(2) 5do

4-ri

7-gu

-myOn

7

-guyQk

4) In the transcription of geographical names combined with
figures, Arabic numerals are mainly used. In some cases they
may be transliterated or translated.
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e.g.

3.1 0
3.1 - dong or Samil - dong
9.18 zj9x1 September 18 Res.

5 ) Personal names are written by family name first, followed
by a space and then the given names with the first letter
capitalized. Each letter of the name of Chinese character
origin is written separately.
In spite of the voiced consonant in the first letter of the
second syllable, it is transcribed by a voiceless consonant.
7 1 G i_
H 01 Kim Kkotpuni
e.g.
Pak Tong Gu
6t_1;3&l
L - l
An PokChOl
L

6) Some proper name, which cannot be abmptly changed in
view of the international practices and long-standing
transcriptions, may remain intact.
e.g.
3
3
Pyongyang
7)

*

Some of the symbols can be omitted in this transcription
according to the case.
e.g. The Korean word << A47F
0 L » is transcribed either
«SOnggan» or «Songgan».
In case where «KK, TT, PP, SS, JJ» are iii the first of the
word these double consonants can be replaced by single
consonants.
e.g. The Korean word cq Sg’’ is transcribed either
cKkoekkolbong» ora Koekkolbong ».

(6

*

>>

This niark indicate newly added contents in tlie guideline.
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In the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the followiiig principle has
been maintained in romanization for the Korean geographical name.
1)
The Korean geograpliical name has been roiiianised by applying the
transcription instead of tlie transliteration.

Historically, tlie Korean geographical name was transcribed iiito roman letters
by the specific means of neither transliteration nor transcription.
But under the circunistances of tlie developnient of the scientific research
work, there arise realistic task to solve the linguistic problem correctly to nieet tlie
requirement of the tinies of inforniatioii, the transcription and transliteration should
be in right use in romanization of Korean geographical name, and therefore we find a
conclusion that it is more ratioiial and efficient to rely on the transcription.
In particular, since Korean and Romaii are different eacli otlier in the phonetic
stmcture and the systein of letters and the geographical names are heard and spolcen
on inaiiy occasions, the transcriptioii began to be applied in consideration that it is
more practica1 to depeiid upon.

2)
As not lile the transliteration, the transcription has the voice as a leve1 we
transcribe closely to the Korean sound on the basis of the profound consideration of
the phonetic characteristic.
Korean consists not of the systeni of tlie consonant by the confrontation of the
voiced and unvoiced like the India-European language but of the system of three
liquids voiced. So, the thorough transition cannot be fouiid in the transcription or the
transliteration that makes two languages with the stmcture of different phoneme
cowespondent each other.
For example, if Roman consonant “g” is used equivalently to Korean
consonant
1
of tlie geographical names such as; ‘‘4
qhl (Kimchaek-si)”
‘‘3
Ad S- (Kilsongdo)”, ‘‘737 Kyongju)”, ‘‘4)
%+k (Kyeryongsan)”, ‘‘ZF4
(Kyojuri)” the pronunciation will be different froin the exact pronuiiciation of
Korean as follows;
“;”3 ”1 (Gimchaek-si)”, ‘‘4
Ad S (Gilssongdo)”, ‘‘4
7 (Gyonglu)”, ‘‘z41gg
“7z_ 7r
(Gyeryongsan) ”, J1-r2)(Gyoju-ri)”.
‘6-

77

If Roman consonant “k” is used as an equivalent of Korean consonant “7
we could hear little awlcward sound in comparing with Korean, but it is closer to
Korean thaii using “g” ‘‘g4
(Khinichaek-si)” , “ 3 4
.(Khilsongdo)” , -71o -7r
(Khyonglu)”, “ Fl] 53 (Khyeryongsan)”, “37
4 (Khyoju-ri)” .
”)

(<
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Based on this mode of transcriptioii, we adopted Roman vowels
for Korean proper vowels“ -l”and “-”.

‘‘O”

and “u”

3)
In transcription of Korean into Roman, many variants were to be transcribed,
but limits of certain degree were set in order to avoid the coinplicatedness and to
enhaiice the practicality.
For exaniple, Korean unvoiced “1” have several variants, we considered only
4 cases.
- The soft voiceless consonant “-1’7 between vowels pronounced as a voiced
sound, and it is transcribed with voiced consoiiant “g”.
e.g. 37%Kyogu-dong, A 1 - 7 1 4 Sagi-ri
- The soft voiceless consonant “-1”
between a resonant sound and a vowel is
transcribed witli voiced coiisonant “g”.
e.g. 7&A1] Kanggye 271 2 Talgigol
- The final consonant ‘‘Y ” before a resonant sound is transcribed “ng”.
e.g. q~)+2Paengima-san, .-7 4 Songrim-ri
- The single final consonant ‘‘’’7before a vowel is transcribed “g”.
e.g. 4$k Paegam , qFq Kogu-ri
We have paid regard to the tradition and histoiy of the romanization of
4)
Korean, whicli counts more thaii 100 years.
In the romanization itself, instead of the Korean people, the West Europeaii
people’s sense of sound is in the center. That reason is related with the fact that the
West European people are the first who began ronianizatioii of Korean geographical
and personal names, which are unique.
Through statistic analysis of more thaii 30 alternative proposals, we formulate
the guideliiie for romaiiizatioii of Korean on the basis of seeking a similarity in
corresponding tlie Korean to Roman letters.

5)
We have maintained the principle that the transcription of Korean
geographical naines should not be changed rapidly, but rather smoothly.
If the romanization of a nation’s language changes froni time to time without
consistency, it will cause only confusion in linguistic life.

Therefore, we subniit to this Coiiference a revised edition of the guideline for
romanization of Korean, which formulated on the principle of avoiding confusion
and enhance conveniente in linguistic life.
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